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* Lay your head on my pillow
I feel such a connection

Original key: G# minor. This edition has been transposed up one half-step to be more playable.
*1st time: Lead vocal sung one octave lower than written.
Here you when

...tion.

can be yourself.
you're far away.

* No one has to know what you are feeling,

Ooh, baby, if there's anything that you fear,

...eight nine, forty six oh eight, and I'll be here._

*Both times: Lead vocal sung at written pitch.*
Em7    F
ooh.
here.
I won't tell
Em7    Dm7
your secrets.
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Your secrets are safe with me.
Am
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I will keep your
Am
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secrets.

Just think of me as the pa-

ges in your diary.

To Coda

Sung: Only we know what is talked about.

Spoken: (You know what?)